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DEVOPS, PIPELINES,
TOOLCHAINS, AND APPLICATION
RELEASE ORCHESTRATION:
A Short Primer
OVERVIEW
In the last few years, companies in all industries have woken up to the reality that in order to stay
competitive, they need to excel at delivering a good experience to customers online and in apps.
And to deliver user-facing software, many moving parts need to work in harmony, work quickly, and
most importantly, not break. But what are those moving parts, and how do they fit together? Here’s
a primer explaining key concepts surrounding software delivery, from DevOps and Continuous
Delivery to pipelines, toolchains, and Application Release Automation/Orchestration.

WHAT IS DEVOPS?
DevOps is a software engineering practice that brings Development and Operations teams and
activities closer together to achieve shorter development cycles and more frequent, more reliable
software deployments. DevOps breaks down traditional corporate barriers so that Development
and Operations teams are no longer “siloed.” These groups often work together as a single team
that takes responsibility for bringing an application from the developer’s laptop all the way to live,
successful deployment in production. And if something breaks, they’re all on the hook to fix it.
Ultimately, DevOps is about delivering products, features, and services to customers and to
the market faster, by improving team collaboration and employing automation throughout the
application lifecycle. DevOps practices have rapidly gained wide adoption as a way to optimize
software delivery in modern environments.

UNDERSTANDING CONTINUOUS DELIVERY AND AUTOMATION
Automation of release tasks is a core requirement for DevOps teams. One important thing that
automation enables is Continuous Delivery (CD), an approach that focuses on producing software
features in short cycles, so any problems that are introduced can be found and fixed quickly.
Continuous Delivery principles help Development teams ensure their code is always in a releasable
state, which accelerates software delivery and improves overall software quality.
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Implementing CD means incorporating automated testing into the development cycle, then moving
the latest version of an application through a series of release activities and a progression of
different test environments—the software delivery pipeline, also known as the Continuous Delivery
pipeline or the release pipeline. These test environments are increasingly similar to what things will
look like in production. As the application progresses successfully towards release to customers, it
moves from the developer’s machine to a test environment, then on to a user acceptance or staging
environment, and finally into production itself.

Automatically promoting software changes through a delivery pipeline and flagging failures when
they happen are vital aspects of DevOps and Continuous Delivery. Automation significantly reduces
the overhead of releasing applications, and it brings down the error rate too. By constantly running
tests and promoting only validated releases to the next stage, automation helps ensure that
deployment to a live production environment will succeed. It also ensures execution of consistent,
repeatable processes. And with today’s variety of software environments and expected pace of
delivery, there are simply too many steps and too many tests to do them manually!
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THE DEVOPS TOOLCHAIN
In fact, executing all of the functions needed to release an application requires a multitude of
specialized tools. Effective DevOps teams carefully build a toolchain of products that carry out their
necessary release steps, often providing specialized automation for each type of step. Teams need
tools that continuously integrate code into shared repositories as soon as it’s written; tools that
immediately test these code changes in myriad ways; tools that automatically push new features
and changes along the pipeline; tools that manage the environments in the pipeline to avoid
configuration drift; and tools that execute deployments in a repeatable, reliable way.
The Periodic Table of DevOps below illustrates the many tools that can go into creating a release
pipeline.

But with so many tools and activities, how do you keep everything coordinated and in sync?
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MANAGE YOUR PIPELINE WITH APPLICATION RELEASE ORCHESTRATION
With so many tools involved in the release process, teams can’t just automate... they need to
orchestrate and automate their automation! They need automated ways to manage their complete
DevOps toolchain and promote applications through the release pipeline. Application Release
Orchestration (ARO) fills that role, overseeing the myriad of tools in the toolchain and orchestrating
the overall release pipeline, from planning to production. Think of a symphony conductor keeping
her orchestra in sync and playing music in beautiful harmony, and you’ll get the right idea.

Application Release Orchestration orchestrates the build, test,
provisioning, configuration management, and deployment tools in your
software delivery pipeline to automate the entire release process, from the
initial idea of a feature to the ultimate delivery of that feature to the user.

Application Release Orchestration also automates and orchestrates the many interdependent steps
involved in deploying applications to various environments in the pipeline, and it encompasses
automatically advancing applications across these environments, from development to testing to
staging to production.

STREAMLINING DEVOPS AND CONTINUOUS DELIVERY PIPELINES WITH ARO
ARO tools are crucial for the release orchestration and deployment automation functions in the
DevOps release pipeline—they make sure the right steps happen at the right time using the right
settings and tools... and when something fails, they adjust the process accordingly. ARO provides
a foundation to unify all of the tools in a Continuous Delivery pipeline, so releases are organized,
integrated and streamlined.
The right ARO solution enables teams to make applications environment-independent and to
model deployments for maximum reusability and scalability. Along the way, it should support
standardization of processes and tasks across the enterprise and deliver the instant auditability
that today’s businesses require... whether you’re using legacy environments, migrating to modern
infrastructure in the cloud, containerizing your apps, or taking advantage of a hybrid mix.
With ARO, you can improve collaboration across teams and ensure that everyone has the visibility
they need to keep the pipeline flowing. ARO solutions also collect important metrics about completed
releases, so you can identify bottlenecks and areas for improvement.
ARO should span your entire real-world software delivery pipeline and provide real-time status
information to everyone who is involved in the release process, from developers and operations staff
to release managers and compliance officers.
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Effective App Migration Requires a DevOps Framework Designed Using Other
Types of Tools for Release Orchestration
For some enterprises introducing release orchestration, the path of least resistance is to repurpose
existing tools, such as continuous integration (for example, Jenkins, Circle CI, or TravisCI) and
provisioning (like Puppet, Chef, Ansible, and Salt), to try to orchestrate releases. These tools are
often already in the pipeline, serve a specific purpose and may have basic functionality to enforce
the workflow of release steps. However, using tools that are not designed for pipeline release
orchestration tends to have pitfalls.
Scripting doesn’t scale and is difficult to maintain. Extensive scripting is often required to do
release orchestration with continuous integration and provisioning tools. But scripts don’t model
the process and must be manually changed in all places when anything changes.
Repurposed technical tools lack visualization, intelligence and reporting capabilities. These
insights are necessary in order to truly understand and continuously improve the release process.
These tools don’t work across the business. They have technical interfaces that don’t support
the needs of business users, and they don’t provide the necessary business- focused views and
metrics.
They typically lack enterprise-level compliance and security features. Existing tools are not
designed to capture audit trails, standardize processes and enforce compliance. And they lack
crucial capabilities like role-based access control.

APPLICATION RELEASE ORCHESTRATION WITH DIGITAL.AI
Digital.ai (formerly XebiaLabs) is an Application Release Orchestration and Automation solution
that models releases and deployments so you can easily standardize processes and spread DevOps
innovations across the organization.
The Digital.ai Value Stream Platform orchestrates and automates your DevOps release pipelines,
managing dependencies and ensuring that all of the tools in your DevOps toolchain are coordinated
for optimal results.
Comprehensive ARO solution, including automated application deployment, advanced release
orchestration and DevOps Intelligence
Helps teams do DevOps on any architecture, from mainframe, to hybrid clouds, to containers,
to a mixture of many
Orchestrates and optimizes release flow for all of the tools in your software delivery pipeline,
e.g. Jenkins, Puppet, Chef, Ansible, Docker, Jira and hundreds of others
Top-ranked DevOps technology, designed for enterprises who need to deliver software quickly,
with high quality and full compliance: model-based, agentless, dual-mode, and easy to use
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RELEASE O RCHESTRATION

DEVOPS INTELLIGENC E
Reporting & Dashboards for:
• Security / Compliance
• Automated Audits
• Value Stream Metrics
• Predictive Analytics

DEPLOYMENT AUTOMATION

DEVOPS
DATA HU B

Designed to meet the unique needs of companies doing Continuous
Delivery at enterprise scale, Digital.ai is the most powerful, end-to-end
DevOps software you’ll find anywhere.

About Digital.ai
Digital.ai enables enterprises to focus on outcomes instead of outputs, create greater business
value faster, and deliver secure digital experiences their customers trust. The Digital.ai Value
Stream Platform seamlessly integrates all the disparate tools and processes across the various
value streams, uses data and AI/ML to create connective tissue between them, and provides the
real-time, contextual insights required to drive and sustain successful digital transformation.
With Digital.ai, enterprises have the visibility they’ve been seeking to deliver value, drive
growth, increase profitability, reduce security risk, and improve customer experience.
Learn more at digital.ai
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